Workshop Goals

- To help establish and maintain thriving campus GCSPs
- To build networks of regional and/or like-minded schools
- To identify and address obstacles for GCSPs
- To celebrate the achievements of our students and inspire continued GCSP activity
- To continue connecting the GCSP community, including students and alumni, GCSP schools, local organizations, industry and service organization partners
Who are we?
About post-its and sharpies...

It was a dark and stormy night. Janet stared out of her bedroom window, through the trees thrashing in the wind, and the pelting rain. Was that a light at the end of the drive? Who could be coming to visit at such a late hour, and in such awful weather?

A Bold Idea!

Sputnik

(c) Mark Somerville July 2009
I am here because...
(Your) Goals

This workshop will have been a success for me if...
(Your) Goals

This workshop will have been a success for me if...
Opportunities

GCSP at my institution could...
Opportunities

GCSP at my institution could...

GCSP at my institution has already...
Challenges

An obstacle to my campus GCSP's success is....
What can WE do?

An obstacle to my campus GCSP’s success is....

Grand Challenge Scholars Program
What will I do?

This workshop will have been a success for me if...
Grand Challenge Scholars Program Workshop 2011

July 20-21, 2011
AMDA Campus
Austin, TX

The NAE Grand Challenge Scholars Program 2011 Workshop is exclusively sponsored and hosted by generous support from AMD Micro Devices, Inc.

Grand Challenge Scholars Program
March 2009
National GC Summit
Durham, NC

July 2011
GCSP Workshop @ AMD
Austin, TX